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I Introduction
Kinematic screw (helical) dynamo action [1] in the flow of a cylindrical periodic tube conducting wall, has been investigated recently by Dobler, Frick and Stepanov [2] . Spectral analysis in the steady regime, have been used to investigate dynamo action in that device. Recently creation of helical turbulence by dynamo flows in the Perm dynamo liquid sodium experiment [3, 4, 5] , has been done by using a rotating torus device, where turbulence is created by a sudden braking of the rotating torus by an external mechanism. Hydrodynamical turbulence can be simulated with water instead of the usual Gallium or Sodium liquid metals. As a consequence, dynamo action in the turbulent flow, is supported inside the metal torus. This Riemann flat toroidal space of the dynamo experiment, is embbeded in the Euclidean three-dimensional E 3 space of laboratory where a dynamo action is obtained by stretching magnetic lines by a dynamo flow. This mechanism of stretching the magnetic field lines to generate dynamo action [1] first appears in the literature in a paper by Arnold, Zeldovich, Ruzmaikin and Sokoloff [6] in the case of a uniform stretching. This paper represents the first exact analytical solution of fast dynamos. More recently, two examples of dynamo action in Riemannian space [7, 8] have been presented. The first example, was a stretch-twist and fold fast dynamo action [9] in conformal Riemannian manifolds. The other example, is an application of the antifast-dynamo theorem, previously proposed by Vishik [10] , to the plasma devices has been
investigated. Yet more recently, another example of the use of curvilinear and twisted coordinates systems has been throughly studied by Shukurov, Stepanov and Sokoloff [11] , 
II Random dynamo twisted flows in torus devices
Let us now considering the equation for the pseudo-isotropic turbulent dynamo where a random magnetic flow field < B 0 > is perturbed according to the rule
where B 1 is the magnetic field steady perturbation. Here, < B 0 > is the random applied field. By substitution of this expression into the self-induction equation
yields the expression
is obtained. Here the mean field electromotive force is given by
which in turn is given by
, is the kinetic helicity and the turbulent diffusivity is given by β. Here η is the magnetic diffusivity. According to Raedler and Krause [12] , the pseudoisotropic turbulence is given by the non-vanishing of α while β vanishes. While in the true isotropic turbulence, α vanishes. In this section one shall make the case of pseudoisotropic turbulent twisted flow in the laminar limit where this turbulence vanishes as well as a fast dynamo test is given for η vanishing. It is shown in this section that for the pseudo-isotropic turbulence a fast dynamo solution may be obtained while as shown in the next section slow dynamos are found in the isotropic case, called by Mestel [13] the genuine dynamo. In the Shukurov et al paper, it is shown that numerical simulations of another kind of twisted dynamos given by Moebius strip dynamo flow in a toroidal channel, leads to a slow dynamo. Thus by considering the twisted flow in magnetic flux tube Riemann metric
By taking K(r, s) = (1 − κ 1 r cos θ) := 1 , where κ 1 is the Frenet external curvature and the twist transformation angle
one obtains, the Riemannian line element of the thin flux tube, as
Throughout the paper one shall consider the thin flux tubes approximation, which is suitable for solar dynamo flux tubes. Though the solar dynamos in general consider the αΩ-dynamo including differential rotation Ω to stretching the tube instead of the α 2 -dynamo consider here. Of course, α 2 -dynamos can be used in solar turbulent flows.
Actually laminar limit, one shall address here, is in the upstream part of the solar tube, while turbulent plasma is in the downward part of the tube. Here the tube seed magnetic field is given by
where care must be exercised in the contravariant components of the magnetic field components. Now let us split the self-induction equation above according to perturbation scheme, where 
where the term inside the brackets was obtained by assuming the magnetic field on the tube was a force-free field given by
and the the Laplacian ∆ = ∇ 2 operator, would obey the following relation
Let us now solve the main equation for the initial magnetic field above. This yields the following expression
where in this equation one has considered that the case of turbulent diffusion-free, and magnetic diffusion-free. A simple solution of this equation, can be obtained with the help of the divergence-free magnetic field equation
Since g = r 0 2 , where r 0 is the constant circular cross-section of the internal radius of the torus or flux tube, one obtains
and since the flow is also divergence-free or incompressible, one obtains
Thus a simple ansatz for the solution of these equations which will tremendously simplify the solution of dynamo equations are 
From this expression is easy to show that for the torus surface the magnetic helicity vanishes if one assumes that the radial component of the magnetic field vanishes. This can be shown by simply considering that in this case < B 0 > .e r = 0. Actually for a constant internal radius r 0 the magnetic helicity vanishes as can be easily seen from these expressions. This means that the magnetic random field remains tangent to the torus surface and other ergodic internal surfaces. Thus to keep the effects of the magnetic helicity one might have a more general expression for the curl of the magnetic field might depend on the variation of radial directions. This is
Thus one may easily seen that the presence of magnetic helicity, is here guaranteed even if the radial component of the magnetic field is absent. To compute the magnetic helicity, one notes that now the expression for the equations for magnetic helicity becomes 
To obtain the function B 0 (s) one must use the divergence-free property of the magnetic dynamo field, or in physical terms the absence of magnetic monopoles condition. Here one is forced to consider that, the external curvature κ 1 depends on the toroidal coordinate-s.
Thus the expression for the toroidal field obtained is
Note that from the Perm dynamo experimental data, where R = 0.08m, the κ 1 −2 = R 2 ≈ 6.4×10 −3 m 2 which is a extremely low value and the expression can be approximated by
The poloidal field may be obtained from the above relation between the two and torsion.
The magnetic energy density can now be easily computed as Thus to obtain an explicity form for growth rate given by (II.29) the mean-field flow helicity α might be computed as
which yields the following growth rate
Finally let us estimated the twisted torus torsion, by making use of the Perm dynamo torus external radius R = 0.08m. This yields a torsion of the order τ 0 ≈ 10m −1 . In the next section one shall consider the the case of natural appearence of ABC flows when the
IV Conclusions
Recently Kleeorin et al [12] have investigated the random magnetic field evolution of magnetic field based on a mean-field magnetohydrodynamics, in two distinct type of flows called Roberts flow and ABC flows. Turbulence even in experimental sodium dynamo devices such as the Perm one [11] , are in general difficulty to handle in analytical form such as in the case of Roberts and ABC flows. Moebius strip dynamo action considered recently by Shukurov et al [11] has been handled by numerical simulations, and so far no 
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